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Introduction
Over five years ago I came across my first rag
quilt in a quilting shop – I was fascinated by it!
On my next visit to this shop I took my daughter
and grand daughter with me to see if they had
the similar reaction I had. Well, my 5 month old
grand daughter and her mum loved the rag quilt,
so after much deliberation over fabric choice and
careful instructions from the staff I went home
and quickly made my first rag quilt. I had it in the
dryer by bedtime.
In my haste I had bought too much fabric, so I
was able to make two smaller rag quilts that my
grand daughter has treasured and cuddled for the
last five years!! She calls them her ‘binkys’.
Since then my daughter’s friends have asked her
where she got them from – needless to say I have
made quite a few more. My daughter has also
been stopped on the street by complete strangers
who have admired the rag quilts!!
There is an endless variety of rag quilts you can
make – you just need to use your imagination or
the internet for inspiration. I have listed a few
variations below:
• Appliqué rag quilt
• Log Cabin rag quilt
• Chenille rag quilt
• Themed rag quilt, eg Christmas Tree rag quilt
• Denim Rag Quilt
• A combination of the above
I have predominantly made my rag quilts for

children but a friend of mine makes hers for the
elderly. She showed me my first chenille rag quilt
and again I was very intrigued and promptly made
myself one. She says they are very warm making
them excellent lap quilts for a chilly day and easy
to care.
In this eBook I will show you how to make a
variety of rag quilts and chenille rag quilts.
I will also cover adding an appliqué and
finishing options.
My advice is to first read through the entire eBook
so that you gain a good understanding of how to
make a rag quilt and to also work out which ones
appeal to you the most. I have also found it useful
when trying out new techniques to make a small
version first – my granddaughter now has quite a
few dolls quilts.
Enjoy making your rag quilts. Experiment with
different fabrics and fillers and I know you and
your friends will love the quilts you make!

What is a Rag Quilt?
A rag quilt is a quilt made up of blocks that have
exposed and clipped seam allowances. These
exposed seam allowances are usually on the
front of the quilt and the back of the quilt has
the traditional seams. Each block is made by
sewing two fabrics wrong sides together (with
an optional middle layer of fabric or batting).
Then you sew rows of stitching to secure the
layers together. Next you sew the completed
blocks together in rows with the seam allowances
exposed on the same side. These rows are then
sewn together. Each exposed seam allowance
is then clipped at regular intervals before being
washed and dried to fray the raw edges, hence
their name. They are adored by both children
and adults.

It is personal choice how many layers of fabric
you use. Some people find that when making a
large rag quilt it becomes too heavy with a middle
layer. This can also be the case when making a
denim rag quilt. Omitting the middle layer does
make the rag quilt less expensive to make. I
personally like three layers as the extra middle
layers makes for a fuller rag edge.
Whether you make your rag quilt with two or
three layers, you will still make lovely rag quilts.
I have always found making rag quilts very
rewarding and therapeutic. I hope you do as well.

Rag quilts are quick and easy to make. They
are easy enough for beginning quilters to make,
or make a quick project for an advanced quilter
looking for a last-minute gift! They go together
without the stress of having to sew perfect seams.
I call them quilt in a day projects, as this is
literally how long it takes to make one, including
the washing and drying of the quilt at the end.
Rag quilt blocks are made using two or
three layers:
• a top (fabric)
• a middle (fabric or batting) - optional
• a backing (fabric)
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What Are The Best Fabrics
For Rag Quilts?
To make the best rag quilts means choosing
fabrics that fray well. Fabrics made from
100% cotton work best. There are several great
choices available.
• Flannels
• Homespun cottons
• Loosely woven cottons
• Denim
• Rayon

aware of flannel and flannelette. Not knowing the
difference I have used both. Unfortunately the
flannelette pilled after the first wash and appeared
to shrink more than the flannels I had used. I now
buy my flannel from quilting shops to ensure I
am buying the best quality available. The cheaper
flannel fabrics can still be used as the middle
fabrics within the blocks.
When making rag or chenille quilts it is best to not
prewash your fabrics. The time to wash the quilt
is when it is completed. Washing the quilt at this
time allows the magic to happen and the slight
fabric shrinkage that happens is an important part
of this.

Avoid using any polyester or polyester blends
as they don’t fray well. Today there is a lovely
minky fabric available that makes fabulous soft
quilt blankets but because it is polyester it doesn’t
fray well. I have seen several rag quilts though
that have incorporated this fabric into some of
the quilt quite successfully. Just remember that
your frayed edges won’t be the same. If you can’t
resist a questionable fabric then buy a small
amount and make a sample to see how it works.
I usually turn mine into dolls blankets for my
grand daughter.

Threads and Stitches
There are a wide variety of threads and stitches
to choose from today. When making rag quilts the
threads and stitches you choose must do
two things:

When using denim in rag quilts it can become
very heavy, not only while sewing but also when
finished. Using either lightweight denim or denim
from old jeans reduces this. Also using two
layers for each block is more than adequate.

1.
2.

Hold your layers of fabric together
Decorate your quilt

Each quilter has his/her own personal preference
of thread choice. Whether you choose 100%
cotton or 100% polyester threads they both work
equally well. You may even choose one of those
fabulous decorative threads with sheen on them.

My personal choice is flannel because it frays
well, comes in a wide range of designs and
colours, as well as being very soft and cuddly.
Washing and drying only improves
these qualities.
When I began shopping for flannel I became

Needle size is another consideration. Because
you will be sewing through multiple layers of
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fabric you will find your sewing machine needle
will blunt easily. Have a good stock of needles in
supply. I find the best sizes to use are:
• 80/12
• 90/14 – this is better

•
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		

If your machine gives you tension problems with
either of the above then use a quilting needle or a
topstitch one. I make all mine using a
topstitch needle.

Scissors – best to use spring loaded scissors
(for creating the rag edges) that
automatically open after each cut. Most
of these have handles that your fingers wrap
around rather than fit into. Your hands will
be less tired with these.
A slash cutter if you are going to make any
chenille blocks. When I started out I decided
this was an unnecessary expense and that
I could use a small pair of sharp scissors.
Was I wrong!

The most common stitches you will use are:
• Straight stitch
• Triple straight stitch
• Zigzag – for appliqué
• Blind hem stitch – for appliqué

Supplies

Rag Technique

To make a successful rag quilt you will need a
sewing machine in good working order as well as
the following:
• Selection of fabric
• Sharp sewing machine needles
• Thread
• Rotary cutter
• Ruler
• Cutting mat
• Erasable pencil or tailors chalk
• Walking foot for your machine – this helps to
		 keep the fabrics from shifting
• Pins

Traditionally rag quilts are made from completed
square blocks sewn together to form rows and
then the rows are sewn together forming a quilt.
You can choose to make your blocks any size.
The most common size is between
6” to 9” square.
Rag quilt patterns contain specific assembly
instructions, but understanding a few basic
concepts will make the process easier. For this
example, we’ll pretend our quilt is made from
7-inch squares of fabric.
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Making a rag-quilt sample

8. Complete the other two rows.
9. Pin and sew rows together keeping raw
		 edges on the same side.
10. Using a straight triple stitch sew a 1/2”
		 seam around the entire outside quilt edge.
11. Clip each raw edge at regular intervals
		 1/2” apart to within 1/8” of the stitching line.
		 This clipping encourages fraying.
12. Machine wash rag quilt and before drying
		 in the dryer check all seams have been
		 clipped. If you missed any then clip
		 them now.
13. Dry quilt in the dryer and then clip away
		 any loose threads as needed.

Follow these simple instructions to make a small
rag quilt suitable for use as a dolls quilt.

How to Use Batting in a Rag Quilt

1.
		
2.
		
		
3.
		
		
4.
		
5.
6.
		
7.
		
		

Because rag quilts are made to be machine
washed I recommend you choose a batting that
can also be machine washed. For my first rag quilt
I used batting off-cuts (and not all the same type).
The rag quilt below is the one I made and it still
looks wonderful today.

Cut three 7” x 7” squares. They can be from
the same fabric or different fabrics.
Make a quilt sandwich – backing
(right side down), top square (right side up)		
and middle square in-between.
Mark two diagonal lines with an erasable
pencil or tailors chalk to form stitching
guides. Pin in place.
Using straight stitch sew along guide lines
from corner to corner.
Repeat steps 1-4 to make 8 more squares.
Arrange the completed blocks in
desired pattern.
Take two blocks, with right sides of backing
together, pin and sew together using a 1/2”
seam allowance. Sew remainder block on.

I now use cotton or mostly cotton batting, making
sure it’s a type that doesn’t require close quilting
stitches and can be machine washed.
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1. Cut two 21” x 21” squares of flannel for your
		 base layers.
2. Cut four 20” x 20” squares of flannel for the
		 filler & top layer (these are the
		 chenille layers)
3. Place base layers wrong sides together
		 and right side down. Position remaining
		 layers centrally & right side up.
		 Pin layers together.
4. Using an erasable pencil mark one diagonal
		 stitching guide line on the top square from
		 corner to corner.
5. Stitch along this guideline.
6. Using this first line as a guide either draw
		 remaining guidelines 3/8” or 1/2" apart. Or
		 use your presser foot as a guide for spacing
		 your stitching lines. I placed half my stitching
		 lines perpendicular to the other half.
7. Using your slash cutter (small sharp scissors
		 with a rounded tip will also work) cut
		 centrally through all the chenille layers.
		 Remember do not cut through the two larger
		 base layers.
8. Trim away excess base layer fabric around
		 the edges.
9. Bind quilt using a traditional quilt binding
		 or you can complete the edges using the rag
		 quilt technique.
10. Wash and dry your block. This is where the
		 magic happens (slight shrinkage and fraying
		 of the raw edges).

To avoid having batting showing in your seams
cut the batting so that it’s smaller than the fabric
squares for the top and backing pieces. For
example, our 7-inch squares finish at 6-inches
since we’re using a 1/2” seam allowance on each
side of each piece. So cut batting pieces that are
about 5-3/4” square and sandwich them between
your top and backing. I didn’t know this when I
made my first rag quilt and on close inspection
you can see the batting in some of my seams – not
the best look!
Secure the block with pins and machine sew a
diagonal seam from one corner of the square to
the opposite corner. Repeat to sew along the other
diagonal, creating an “X” with quilting stitches.
Sewing the “X” is fast but if you prefer you can
sew any other straight or curvy lines to secure
your layers together. Lastly avoid sewing in the
seam allowances because you want those areas to
be as stitch free as possible to encourage fraying.

Chenille Technique
To make chenille fabric you use a simple
technique. It involves stacking 5 to 7 layers of
fabric together one on top of the other, sew evenly
spaced rows of stitching through all the layers and
then cutting through all but the base layers. Once
you have learnt how this works you can then
experiment with variations.
Making a chenille-quilt sample

You will notice that my sample chenille quilt
shows a lot of white fabric. That is because I used
flannel fabric that was printed on only one side.

Follow these simple instructions to make a small
chenille quilt. I have used flannel fabric.
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Applique Technique
There are many ways to decorate a quilt and
adding an appliqué is one of them. Like every
thing there are always new tools available to the
quilter to enhance their method. If you already
have a preferred method then use that.
For those who haven’t done appliqué before then
below I offer my method. First there are a couple
of techniques that help you create the
perfect finish.
• Stabilize the backing fabric that the appliqué
		 is to be sewn onto. I use spray starch but
		 friends of mine use Tear-away. For more
		 detailed instructions on how to use these
		 methods go to www.all-about-quilts.com
		 stabilize-backing-fabric.html and look at the
		 appliqué section.
• Use a fusible web to hold the appliqué to the
		 background fabric while sewing it on, like
		 steam-a-seam or similar.

For a more colorful chenille quilt use flannels that
have color on both sides for the middle layers –
these tend to be solid colors. See my chenille quilt
photo in the patterns at the end of this book.
Some chenille quilts only use a single layer of
fabric for the base. I use two layers because I like
a patterned fabric to show on both the back of the
quilt and also to show on the front at the base of
the chenille when cut.

The time to add appliqués to your rag or chenille
quilts is when you have assembled each block
sandwich and before you assemble the blocks
into a quilt. The appliqué will secure the layers of
fabric together instead of sewing an “X” on from
corner to corner. With chenille quilts you add the
appliqué to each block after you have cut through
(slashed) each row but before you assemble the
blocks into a quilt.

Variations:
• Use a single layer of fabric for the base
• Use three fabric layers for the chenille
• Make small chenille squares and join them
		 together like a rag quilt
• Add an appliqué design
• When marking your fabric for sewing the
		 chenille lines – try a curved line. The chenille
		 cutter also comes with a blade attachment for
		 cutting curves.
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Assembling the Quilt

Instructions
1. Using fusible web and a
pencil, trace appliqué design,
making sure you trace it onto
the side of fusible paper that has
a sticky backing.
2. Cut roughly around shape
but not along the cutting lines.
3. Peel off one side of the
paper (the non-sticky side).
Place traced appliqué shape
with steam-a-seam onto
wrong side of fabric, sticky
side down. Press with iron.
Cut out appliqué shape.
4.

When all your blocks have been made it is time
to join them together into a quilt. There are three
main differences at this stage from the traditional
quilt assembly:
• You quilt each block as you make it
• Blocks are sewn together in rows first and
		 then the rows are sewn together all using a
		 ½” seam allowance
• All seams are left exposed then clipped at
		 regular intervals before washing & drying
		 When sewing your blocks together remember
		 not to sew too fast. This is because you are
		 sewing through multiple layers of thicker
		 fabric. Slow down over the seams – it is easy
		 to break a needle if you are not careful.

Peel off paper backing.

5. Position appliqué onto
right side of quilt fabric.
Press with iron.

6. Sew around appliqué
with your preferred stitch.
Below shows zigzag and a
blind hem stitch.
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Piecing Instructions
1.
		
		
		
2.

Finishing the Quilt

Lay out your blocks in the desired pattern.
Make sure you view both the front and
the back especially if you have a print that
is directional.
Select a row and pin two blocks together

You have already done all the quilting before
assembling your quilt so now there are only the
edges to finish.
There are two ways to choose from to finish your
quilt. I have used both and both work well.
• Rag edge

• Traditional continuous quilt binding

		
		
3.
		
4.
5.
		
		
6.
		

ensuring exposed seams will be on the front.
Sew using a ½” seam.
Pin next block on and sew ½” seam.
Repeat till row complete.
Sew remaining blocks in their rows.
When all rows have been made it’s time to pin
the first two rows together. It is easiest to pin
the seams together first. Open all seams flat.
Using a ½” seam allowance sew
rows together.

The difference between the two is that rag edge
is easy and binding your quilt does require you to
buy more fabric.

Instructions
Rag Edge
1. Using a triple stitch sew a ½” seam around
		 the outside edge of the quilt. Keep all seams
		 open as you sew over them.
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2.
		
		
		
		
3.

		
		
6.
		
		

Clip evenly around the edge of all exposed
seams. Make sure you don’t clip into the
seams. This can become very hard on your
hands if you are not using spring
loaded scissors.
Wash and dry your quilt.

binding join does fall on or too near a corner
then adjust the starting point and recheck.
Trim beginning of binding on a 45% angle.
Fold over end and press. Fold binding in half
lengthwise and press.

Fold

Traditional Continuous Quilt Binding
1. Measure around your quilt. Record this
		 measurement plus 6”.
2. Cut the required number of strips 2 1/2” wide
		 from binding fabric.
3. Place the ends of 2 binding strips right sides
		 together at a right angle. Sew diagonally
		 from the upper-left to the lower-right corner.
		 If you have a quilting ruler then you can use
the 45 degree angle line to get this exactly
		 right. Trim seams and press open. Repeat
		 until you have the required length of binding
		 plus 6”.

Wrong side of binding

Right side of binding
7. Place binding on the right side of the quilt
matching the raw edges. Leave first 4” of
		 binding free of stitching. Stitch the binding
		 on using a 3/8" seam, sewing to within 3/8” of
		 the corner. Back stitch off quilt edge.

Quilt Top

4.
		
		
5.
		
		
		
		
		

Fold the completed binding strip in half
length-wise, wrong side to wrong side
and press.
Check your binding placement to ensure that
no binding joins are placed on any quilt
corner. This is easily done by pinning one
end of the binding onto an edge of the quilt
(your starting point) and then quickly
running the binding around the edge. If a

4”

3/8”

Binding Strip
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Washing and Drying
the Quilt

8. Lastly fold the binding to the quilt back and
		 hand slip stitch in place. At the corners fold
		 the binding to form a mitre.

This is where the magic happens! Until now you
have had a very flat looking quilt – it is soon to
become 3 – dimensional!! I wash in warm water
and dry using a hot cycle – the shrinkage that
occurs is important to the final quilt, it’s a bonus!
There is one small problem at this stage and that
is the lint that you are about to create especially if
you have used flannel.

If you would like to see this in video form, then go to
www.all-about-quilts.com/continuous-binding.html
9.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Fold the binding on the diagonal away from
the quilt, and then fold the binding straight
down making sure it is even with the
next quilt edge and pin. Stitch from the
corner beginning, to the next corner. Repeat
all edges and corners the same way until you
are 4” from your starting point. Slip the end
of the binding strip into the starting end,
trimming off any excess binding. Pin and
stitch in place.

1.
		
		
		

Place quilt in the washing machine using
a small amount of detergent and a short
cycle. Be sure to remove all excess fibres
from your machine when finished.

2.
		
		
		

Give the quilt a good shake to remove any
loose threads before placing in the dryer.
Check you have clipped all the raw edges – if
you missed any now is the time to clip them.

3.
		
		
		
4.
		
		
		
		
		

It takes quite a long time to dry the quilt in
the dryer because the seams are so thick. You
may need to dry it twice. Again shake the
quilt to remove any loose threads.
There is one final step and though it sounds
strange, once you get to this point you will
understand what I mean. You will need to
trim any loose threads with scissors from the
rag quilts. I’ve heard some of my friends call
this a ‘haircut’.

One final piece of advice is:

Beware these quilts are very addictive!
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Patterns
Basic Rag Quilt
25” x 25”

This will probably be one of the easiest and quickest quilts you'll ever make! The magic of these quilts
comes from the rag edges that take on a special charm after washing and drying the quilt once finished.
You'll be amazed how fast it
sews together!
When selecting your fabrics to make this small rag quilt it is advisable to buy the best quality fabric you
can afford. You will notice that the cheaper fabrics are woven more loosely. As this is a raw edged quilt
there is quite a bit of lint and thread that comes away on the first washing and the better the fabric quality
the less lint.
There is no need to prewash the fabrics unless you are checking for colour bleeding. If you are concerned
about colors running then test a sample of the fabric first. It is more common to have this problem with
poor quality fabrics. My advice is to wash after the quilt is finished as the shrinkage that happens helps to
create the best frayed edges.
To make this small rag quilt you will need a selection of flannel fabric. I used 5 different fabrics.
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Materials
1 yard of each flannel fabric (42” wide) in five
different colors

Seven - 6" squares of flannel in colour one
six - 6" squares of flannel in colour two
six - 6" squares of flannel in colour three
six - 6" squares of flannel in colour four

Tools and Supplies
•
•
•
•

Sewing machine
Thread
Basic quilting supplies
Sharp scissors

Directions

Back – 25 squares
Twenty-five - 6" squares of flannel for a plain backing
or
four - 6" square of flannel in colour one
one - 6" squares of flannel in colour two
four - 6" squares of flannel in colour three
sixteen - 6" squares of flannel in colour five

Note: Use 1/2" seams throughout.
All squares are 6” x 6”
For quilt cut 75 squares as follows
Front – 25 squares

Middle – 25 squares
Twenty-five - 6" squares of flannel

Step 1:
On a flat surface or a design wall arrange top(front) 6” squares into desired pattern

Repeat for the back of the rag quilt.

Front

Back

Step 2:
When you are happy with your design make 25 quilt sandwiches each comprising of a backing,
middle and top.
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Step 3:
Pin the three layers together at the sides. Using an erasable pencil, draw two diagonal
lines from corner to corner. These are your stitching guidelines.

Step 4:
Sew along the guidelines in matching thread.

Step 5:
Piecing Diagram
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Using a 1/2” seam allowance, sew two blocks together with right sides of backing together – the exposed
seam will be on the right side.

Sew on each extra block in the same way until the row is complete.

Front

Back
Step 6:
Using a 1/2” seam allowance, sew rows together with right sides of backing together – the exposed seams
will be on the right side. It is best to pin the rows together ensuring the seams are opened flat.
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Step 7:
Using a triple stitch sew 1/2” seam around the outside edges of the entire quilt ensuring all seams are
opened flat.

Step 8:
Clip all exposed seams at ½” intervals and to within 1/8” of the seam.

Step 9:
Now the magic begins!
Wash quilt with a little detergent and on a short cycle. Remove and shake quilt. Quickly check that all
seams have been clipped and clip those that you may have missed.
Place quilt in the dryer on a hot setting. Check dryer lint trap several times during drying and remove any
build up as necessary. When dry shake out quilt. Clip any stray threads as needed using scissors.

Congratulations on completing your rag quilt!
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Appliqué Rag Quilt
51” x 51”

This will probably be one of the easiest appliqué quilts you'll ever make! The magic of these quilts comes
from the rag edges that take on a special charm after washing and drying the quilt once finished. You'll be
amazed how fast it sews together!
When selecting your fabrics to make this appliqué rag quilt it is advisable to buy the best quality fabric you
can afford. You will notice that the cheaper fabrics are woven more loosely. As this is a raw edged quilt
there is quite a bit of lint and thread that comes away on the first washing and the better the fabric quality
the less lint.
There is no need to prewash the fabrics unless you are checking for colour bleeding. If you are concerned
about colors running then test a sample of the fabric first. It is more common to have this problem with
poor quality fabrics. My advice is to wash after the quilt is finished as the shrinkage helps to create the
best frayed edges.
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Materials

Tools & Supplies

Flannel fabric:

• Sewing machine

•

Main Fabric: 2 yards

• Thread

•

Three Extra Fabrics: 1 ½ yards each

• Basic quilting supplies

•

Appliqué design: 3 Fat quarters of

• Sharp scissors

		
•
		

flannel fabric
Three yards of solid color flannel in
coordinating colors

Directions
Note: Use 1/2" seams throughout.
You will be making 49 blocks for this quilt. Each block is made using 3 layers, a flannel top, a flannel
middle and a flannel back. You will need to cut out 39 appliqué flannel designs choosing from the selection
at the end of this pattern or creating your own. I find coloring books a good starting point.

Step 1:
For quilt cut 147 squares as follows
• Forty-nine - 9" squares from four flannel fabrics for the front
• Forty-nine - 9" squares from flannel for backing

•

Forty-nine - 9" squares from solid color flannel for the middle

• Thirty-nine appliqué designs of your choice
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Step 2:
On a flat surface or a design wall arrange quilt top 9” squares into desired pattern

Step 3:
When you are happy with your design (both front and back) make 49 quilt sandwiches each comprising of
a backing, middle and top.

Step 4:
To secure the three layers together add an appliqué (pattern in the last chapter). Trace appliqué design
onto steam-a-seam. Iron onto the back of the appliqué fabric and cut out. See chapter on appliqué
technique for fuller instructions.

Step 5:
Arrange half the appliqué designs on the top squares, and the remainder on the back squares.
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Step 6:
Sew appliqué designs on using a blind stitch around the edge. If you have a preferred appliqué stitch, then
use that.

Step 7:
Quilt non appliquéd squares using an “X”. You may find it easier to first draw on the “X" using an
erasable pencil & ruler as a sewing guide.

Step 8:
Piecing Diagram
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Using 1/2" seam allowance, join two squares together, right sides of backing together. This will cause the
exposed edges to be on the right side of the quilt.

Step 9:
Repeat step 9 until you have sewn 7 blocks together to form the first row. Make 7 more rows with 7
squares in each row.

Step 10:
Pin rows together at the seam allowances, with right sides of backing together and the exposed edges on
the right side. Using 1/2" seam allowance, sew rows together using a straight stitch.
Step 11:
Sew 1/2” around outside edges of the entire quilt using a triple stitch. Ensure all seams are
opened flat.
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Step 12:
Clip seam allowances at 1/2” intervals, to within 1/8” of seams being careful not to clip into seams.

Step13:
This is where the magic happens!

Wash quilt using a small amount of detergent and a short cycle. Shake out the quilt. Quickly check that all
seams have been clipped and clip those that you may have missed.
Dry the quilt in the dryer using a hot setting. Check your dryer lint trap several times during drying and
remove any lint build up as necessary. Shake out quilt and dry again if it is still a bit damp. You may need
to trim away any loose threads with scissors.

Congratulations on completing your appliqué rag quilt!
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Basic Chenille Lap Quilt
51” x 39”

To make this chenille rag quilt you need to choose 5 different flannel fabrics. It is best if the three middle
fabrics have colour on both sides (no right or wrong side) or your finished quilt will show a lot of white.
Quantity of fabric depends on the size you want to make. Make sure that each fabric is the same width as
flannel comes in two different widths.

Materials

Tools and Supplies

Top - 1 ½ yards patterned flannel

•

Sewing machine

Middle - 3 x 1 ½ yards plain flannel

•

Thread

Back - 2 x 1 ½ yards patterned flannel

•

Basic quilting supplies

•

Sharp scissors

•

Slash Cutter

Directions

Cut the 2 backing fabrics slightly larger than the other fabrics. I leave the selvages on the backing
fabrics so they are slightly larger. This will make it easier to cut in step 6. Cut remaining fabrics to the
same size then remove the selvages.
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Step 1:
Place backing fabric wrong sides together.

Step 2:
Position the remaining fabrics, one on top of the other, all right side up. Pin layers together.

Step 3:
Use tailors chalk or an erasable pencil and draw a diagonal guideline from the upper-left corner to the
lower-right corner.
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Step 4:
Sew your first line using a straight stitch over the guideline you drew in step 3.

Use this first line as a guide to sew the remaining lines, spacing them 3/8" or 1/2" apart. You can use either
your presser foot as a guide or you can pre rule each line like the first.

Step 5:
Stitch around the outer edge of the quilt layers. This will make it easier to bind your quilt later.
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Step 6:

Using a slash cutter and taking great care to place the extending finger above the bottom 2 layers of fabric,
cut along the channels between the rows of stitching. This can be done with blunt ended scissors but it is
much easier with a slash cutter! You will be cutting through the outer edge of stitching from step 5.
Trim away excess backing fabric.

Step 7:
It is now time to bind your quilt. Use your preferred method or go to “Finishing” on page 9 for
instructions on applying a continuous binding to your quilt. You can also go to
http://www.all-about-quilts.com/continuous-binding.html to watch a video on how to bind a quilt.
Step 8:
Now you are ready to wash and dry your quilt. This step is where all the magic happens! Use a small
amount of detergent and a short wash cycle. When washed shake out the quilt and remove any loose
threads. Place in the dryer remembering to use a hot setting on your dryer and to remove the lint several
times while drying. Because the quilt has so many layers it will take a long time to dry. Once dry give it a
good shake.

Congratulations on completing your chenille quilt!!
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Appliqué Chenille Quilt
43”x36”

This is a fun quilt to make. I like my chenille quilts to be on the thicker side but you can produce an
equally lovely chenille quilt that is both thinner and lighter by using fewer layers of fabric. Three layers
would be a minimum. You choose.
When selecting your fabrics to make this small appliqué chenille quilt it is advisable to buy the best quality
fabric you can afford. You will notice that the cheaper fabrics are woven more loosely. As this is a raw
edged quilt there is quite a bit of lint and thread that comes away on the first washing and the better the
fabric quality the less lint.
There is no need to prewash the fabrics unless you are checking for colour bleeding. If you are concerned
about colors running then test a sample of the fabric first. It is more common to have this problem with
poor quality fabrics. My advice is to wash after the quilt is finished as the shrinkage that occurs due to
washing helps to create the best chenille edges.
This quilt is made using five layers of fabric. There are two fabric layers for the base and three to make
the chenille.
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Materials

Tools & Supplies

Fabric amounts are based on all fabrics being

•

Thread

42” wide

•

Basic quilting supplies

Main Fabric: 1 1/2 yards of two

•

Sewing machine

different fabrics

•

Slash cutter

•
		
•
		
•
		

Inner Fabric: 1 1/2 yards each of solid color
flannel in three coordinating colors
Appliqué design and Binding: ½ yard
flannel fabric

Directions
Note: Use 1/2” seams throughout.
You will be making 20 blocks for this quilt. Each block is made using 5 layers, a flannel top, 3 flannel
middles and a flannel back. You will need to cut out 6 appliqué flannel designs choosing from the selection
at the end of this pattern or creating your own. I find children’s coloring books a good starting point.

Step 1:
For quilt cut:
• Twenty 10" squares from flannel stripe
• Twenty 10" squares from flannel pattern
• Sixty 10" squares from solid color flannel
• Six appliqué designs of your choice
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Step 2:
On a flat surface or a design wall arrange top 10” squares into desired pattern

Step 3:
Arrange flannel fabrics into 20 blocks or quilt sandwiches. Each sandwich is made up of 5 fabric squares
as follows:
Backing square (right side down), three solid fabric squares next, and a top square (right side up).

Step 4:
Draw a diagonal line from one corner through the centre to the opposite corner of each quilt sandwich
square using an erasable pencil & ruler as a sewing guide. Sew along this line.

Drawn line

Stitched line
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Step 5:
Sew parallel lines either side of the first line spacing each one 3/8” to cover the entire square. You can
either draw on each line or use your presser foot as a guide.

Step 6:
Using a slash cutter (I highly recommend purchasing one if you don’t have one!) or small scissors slash
through the top three fabric layers between the stitching lines. You may find it easier to start each row
with scissors first.

Step 7:
Trace appliqué design onto steam-a-seam. Iron onto the back of the appliqué fabric and cut out (pattern in
last chapter).
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Step 8:
Arrange half the appliqué designs on the top squares that have been slashed, and the remainder on the
back squares.

Step 9:
Sew appliqué designs on using a blind stitch around the edge. If you have a preferred appliqué stitch you
can use that.

Step 10:
Piecing Diagram
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Using 1/2" seam allowance, join two squares together, right sides of backing together. This will cause the
exposed edges to be on the right side of the quilt.

Step 11:
Repeat step 10 until you have sewn 4 blocks together to form the first row. Make 5 more rows with 4
squares in each row.

Step 12:
Pin rows together at the seam allowances (keep these open), with right sides of backing together and the
exposed edges on the right side. Using 1/2" seam allowance, sew rows together using a straight stitch.

Step 13:
Using sharp scissors clip all inner exposed seams at ½” intervals and to within 1/8” of the seam. This is
best done on an angle between the stitching lines. Do not clip the outer edge of the quilt.
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Step 14:
It is now time to bind your quilt using a continuous binding. Use your preferred method or go to
“Finishing” on page 9 for instructions on attaching a continuous binding. You can also go to
http://www.all-about-quilts.com/continuous-binding.html to watch a video on how to bind a quilt.
Step15:
This is where the magic happens!

Wash quilt using a small amount of detergent and a short cycle. Shake out the quilt.
Dry the quilt in the dryer using a hot setting. Check your dryer lint filter frequently and remove the lint
build up. Shake out quilt and dry again if it is still a bit damp. You may need to trim away any loose
threads with scissors.

Congratulations on completing your appliqué chenille quilt!
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Applique Patterns
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Applique Patterns
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